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ABSTRACT 

Clinical documents contain huge amount of medical data. This data can be used for medical treatment of 

various diseases and their symptoms along with their recommended medications. Data mining techniques are 

applied on this clinical data, which is an important source to improve the current healthcare system by making 

it more proficient. In this paper, we have developed a method for clustering of the clinical documents. The 

clinical documents are obtained from different hospitals and websites. Pre-processing of textual data is done to 

amplify the performance of Clustering. We have used different tools like MedEx and MetaMap to fetch essential 

data from clinical narratives. MedEx is used to fetch medication data and MetaMap is used to get symptom 

names which are related to patient. The multi-view Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is used to cluster 

clinical documents. Our experimental result shows that, as the number of clinical documents increases 

processing speed decreases to get the result.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data mining [1] is a well-known approach for knowledge discovery in database systems. It is an efficient way of 

finding useful information from huge amount of data. It is a branch of artificial intelligence (AI) method, which 

is used to extract vital data from enormous amount of data. The knowledge that we get through this technique 

can be used for further innovation and collaboration. There are many applications of data mining in medical 

field, as it has wide spread use in medical area. It is getting great pace in medical research as well as in clinical 

practice. Clinical data mining is nothing but mining clinical data, so as to get essential data based on our 

requirement. Clinical documents contain textual data. By applying data mining technique on these data, we can 

fetch key information like medication names and symptom names from clinical narratives. Information 

extraction is important task in case of machine learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP), as it 

involves significant data extraction from natural language text.  

Extraction of these essential data helps health care provider to advance health care system. Clinical document 

plays a vital role in analysis and diagnosis of disease [2]. Mining of vital data in medical field involves, handling 

number of important tasks like recognition of medical related terms, recognition of attributes such as negation, 

severity, uncertainty and mapping words in document to concept in domain specific ontologies. The entire 

procedure depends on many different types of NLP processes such as tokenization, parsing, and part of speech 
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tagging. We can also make use of many specific resources like dictionaries and ontologies such as the unified 

medical language system (UMLs) [3]. In our proposed method, our interest is only in medication names and 

symptom names. Therefore, to extract medication names and symptom names, we are using two annotators, 

namely medication annotator and symptom annotator. Medication annotator is an annotator which is based on 

MedEx [4] and symptom annotator is based on MetaMap. 

Recently, Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is getting a lot of attention in document clustering as well 

as in information retrieval [5]. Document clustering is a fundamental technique for grouping data based on 

similarity and dissimilarity and then dividing theses data into subsets. Each subset is having similar kind of data 

or we can say that each item present in subset is having same characteristic. Document clustering provides an 

intelligible summary of the collection, which can be used to provide random vision and to locate important 

patterns [6, 7]. Document clustering is a fundamental technique for content summarization [8], cluster-based 

information retrieval [9] and automatic topic extraction [10]. Clustering has shown remarkable progress in past 

decade [11, 12, 13, 14]. In our proposed method, we have used multi-view NMF for clustering. Multiv-view 

NMF provides more efficient result than simple NMF [15]. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In [16], authors have proposed a method for data extraction from online medical forums. Lexico-syntactic 

pattern from annotated information with seed vocabularies is used to extract two entity types, namely, 

treatments and drugs. To get the efficient result, symptoms & conditions (SC) and drugs & treatments (DT) term 

are used from compiled online dictionary. In order to extract SC and DT term lexico-syntactic pattern are 

iteratively brought strongly to each entity. This proposed system extracts symptom names and the treatments, 

which are absent from original vocabulary dictionary.  

In [17], structured data is extracted from clinical narratives using rule based method along with machine 

learning technique and feature engineering.  Conversion of unstructured clinical narratives into structured 

narratives is of great demand. This proposed system performs three tasks such as, relation identification, 

assertion classification and concept extraction. In the case of concept extraction, switching model is verified so 

that extraction of treatment information can be improved. 

In [18], authors have proposed a scheme to extract entity extraction using local grammar. In this method, 

medical related information from French clinical notes is extracted using rule based local grammar. There is 

difficulty in identifying medical data because of high terminological variations in medical domain. The 

disadvantage of this method is that a great human effort and more time are required. The experimental result of 

this proposed approach allows a good precision in complex structure of clinical document. 

In [19], authors have worked on a method called automated de-identification and large scale evaluation of 

clinical notes. A NLP tool is used for automatic identification of large set of different clinical sets. The 

performance of human annotator is challenged by a NLP based de-identification method. This proposed 

approach helps in de-identification of millions of clinical documents. 

In [20], authors have proposed a scheme to extract essential data from clinical notes using natural language 

information extraction method. This proposed method is found to be very effective to identify essential data 

from clinical narratives and relations in text by doing research in information extraction. 
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In [21], authors have proposed a method to recognize named entity in clinical notes using cascading classifier. 

In order to reduce misclassification, a support vector machine (SVM) and maximum entropy (ME) is used to 

reclassify the identified entities using a proposed cascading system. 

  

III. METHODOLOGY 

In our proposed system, we have used different tools like medication annotator, symptom annotator, section 

annotator and negation annotator. Medication annotator is based on MedEx, which is used to extract medication 

names. Symptom annotator is based on MetaMap, which is used to extract symptom names. We have used 

section annotator to identify different sections of clinical documents. We have used negation annotator to 

remove negation words such as avoid, deny etc. 

 

Fig.1: An example of clinical document 

 

The initial phase of our methodology is pre-processing of clinical document. These clinical records contain 

crucial information about patient, i.e. patient’s medications, symptoms, history of present illness, history of past 

illness, hospital course history. An example of such a clinical document is shown in Fig.1. 
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Fig.2: Block diagram of symptom and medication names extraction from clinical notes 

The Fig.2 shows the block diagram of a symptom and medication names extraction from clinical notes. We have 

clinical text “Patient was suffering from ankle pain and he was taking antihistamine and thiazide”. In this 

clinical text, symptom name is ankle pain. There are two medicines, namely, antihistamine and thiazide. 

Initially, Section annotator is used to find different sections in clinical document. In order to fetch these 

medication and symptom names, first we need to remove irrelevant words, using pre-processing. The pre-

processing also improves quality of data. StandfordCore NLP tool is used to isolate words and sentences from 

clinical document. During pre-processing, we have to take out stop words and stem words which are nothing but 

most common words in English language, such as, this, that, she, he, etc. The output of stop words and stem 

words removal module is the medical terms along with the negation words. Negation annotator module is used 

to eliminate negation words like avoided, denies, ruled out etc. The output of negation annotator is only medical 

related term. The output of pre-processed data is fed into MedEx and MetaMap systems to get medical related 

terms. The medical related terms include medicines and symptoms.   

After removing unnecessary content from clinical notes, we are clustering medical related data. We have used 

multi-view NMF for clustering. Multi-view NMF finds latent components in sub matrices. When a user enters 

the problem statement containing symptom name, proposed method provides medication names using MedEx 

system and symptom names using MetaMap. Finally, system provides Ankle pain as symptom name and 

medication names, such as Antihistamine and thiazide. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We have carried out our experiments on 50 clinical documents of different patients suffering from different 

diseases. We have stored these clinical documents at the back end by creating one folder in our programming 

package. The programming package that we have used is NetBeans IDE 7.2.1.  

Initially, we have pre-processed clinical notes to remove unnecessary content and we have stored clustered data 

in one file. We have extracted medication names using MedEx and symptom names using MetaMap. Whenever 

user enters the query related to symptom, our proposed system extracts related medication and symptom names 
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from stored file. During pre-processing, timer was set and processing speed for different clinical data set was 

recorded.  

 

Fig.3: Processing speed with respect to clinical data set 

Finally, we conclude that the processing speed increases as the number of clinical documents decreases, which 

is shown in Fig.3. If we have less number of clinical documents then we get less efficient results. In order to get 

more efficient results, we need to have more number of clinical documents. 

 

Fig.4: Time consumption with respect to clustered data 

Time consumption to get the multi-view NMF results increases, as clustered data decreases. Our proposed 

system shows 80-85% accuracy. To get more accurate results, we need to have more number of clustered data, 

which is shown in Fig.4. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This proposed system extracts medication and symptom names from clinical documents. We have used section 

annotator, negation annotator, symptom annotator, and medication annotator tools to get different sections of 

clinical documents as well as medication names and symptom names. Proposed system also shows the accuracy 

of medication association with each symptom. Pre-processing before clustering provides an efficient result. 

Multi-view NMF is used to cluster clinical documents, which provides better performance than simple NMF. In 
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future, we may consider extraction of patient age/sex/gender information. We will also try to improve 

processing speed of our proposed system.  
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